
 
KS3 ENGLISH THERAPY  

Y9 AUTUMN TERM - THERAPY 

 KNOWLEDGE  SKILLS 

 
Demonstrates knowledge of 
key terms associated with 
the gothic and detective 
genre. 
 
Recognises, identifies and 
explores the role of setting in 
gothic fiction.  
 
Applies understanding of 
gothic and detective 
conventions to compare 
texts  

 
What Gothic fiction means 
(thenational.academy) 
 
What Gothic conventions are 
(thenational.academy) 
 
Gothic characters (thenational.academy) 
 
Gothic themes (thenational.academy) 
 
Top 10 Creepy Aspects of Victorian Life - 
Listverse 
 
Theory of Evolution: How did Darwin come up 
with it? - BBC News - YouTube 
 
 

 
Lesson: To generate vocabulary to 
describe a setting | Teacher Hub | Oak 
National Academy (thenational.academy) 
 
Lesson: To write the opening | Teacher 
Hub | Oak National Academy 
(thenational.academy) 
 
Lesson: Understanding authorial intent 
and how to use this to develop analysis | 
Teacher Hub | Oak National Academy 
(thenational.academy) 

Y9 SPRING TERM - THERAPY 

 KNOWLEDGE  SKILLS 

 
 
Demonstrates knowledge of 
key terms associated with 
medieval literature. 
 
Recognises, identifies and 
explores the presentation of 
women in literature through 
close analysis of a text.  
 
Applies understanding of 
cultural representation to 
poetry  

 
 
Lesson: The Wife of Bath | Teacher Hub | Oak 
National Academy (thenational.academy) 
 
7 Types of Female Characters in 
Shakespeare's Plays (thoughtco.com) 
 
Lesson: Pankhurst: context and an 
introduction to rhetoric for gender specific 
injustice | Teacher Hub | Oak National 
Academy (thenational.academy) 
 
Lesson: Rhetoric and injustice: Pankhurst's 
use of rhetoric and structure | Teacher Hub | 
Oak National Academy (thenational.academy) 
 
Rupi Kaur | Poetry Foundation 
 

 
 
Your personal response - Responding to 
poetry - GCSE English Literature Revision 
- BBC Bitesize 
 
Writing a speech - English - Learning with 
BBC Bitesize - BBC Bitesize 

Y9 SUMMER TERM - THERAPY 

 KNOWLEDGE  SKILLS 

 
Demonstrates knowledge of 
key terms associated with 
rhetoric and the Civil Rights 
Movement. 
 
Recognises, identifies and 
explores the structure of 
modern rhetoric through 
poetry.   
 
Applies understanding of 
modern rhetoric to produce 
a written article. 

 
Lesson: Social Justice and Human Rights | 
Teacher Hub | Oak National Academy 
(thenational.academy) 
 
Lesson: Prejudice and discrimination based on 
race | Teacher Hub | Oak National Academy 
(thenational.academy) 
 
Dear Martin: Chapter Summaries | 
SparkNotes 

 
 

 
Lesson: Opinion articles and rhetoric | 
Teacher Hub | Oak National Academy 
(thenational.academy) 

 
10 Commonly Used Rhetorical Strategies 
(With Examples) | Indeed.com 
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